
Setup
Shuffl  e the Encounter deck, shuffl  e the Event deck, and choose your 

Character. Shuffl  e your character’s fi ve unique Event cards in the Event 
deck. (In the beta edition, Kralls’s Events have a dinosaur-footprint icon, 
and Zebra Amelior’s Events have an energy-mote icon.) You start at level 1 
with 6 HP (the maximum). You will need fi ve six-sided dice and additional 
materials for tracking level, hit points, Stage level, and some additional card 
eff ects. Note that there are three Encounter types, and they should have 
three distinct card backs, all shuffl  ed together into the same Encounter 
deck. Deal out Stage 1 by dealing cards face-down from the Encounter deck 
into a pyramid shape with seven cards in the fourth row, fi ve in the third 
row, three in the second row, and one in the fi rst row. Choose a method for 
dealing Stages, and use it each time to ensure impartiality.

Gameplay
Events

Play an Event card. Discard the Event after the Encounter unless it’s per-
sistent. Discarded Events go to the Event discard pile.

Encounters
Enter an Encounter.
For the fi rst Encounter of a Stage, enter the one Event in the fi rst row.
For further Encounters, choose one of the three available Encounter cards 

from the row behind the Event you just fi nished.
Remove excess Encounter cards from the Stage such that a new, smaller 

pyramid shape is formed, with the Encounter you chose serving as the new 
pinnacle card.

Combos
Roll fi ve six-sided dice.
Dice with values shown on enemy combos lock into those combos.
You may lock dice with values shown on benefi cial combos into those 

combos (or unlock them freely).
Redundant dice can’t lock into a combo until the previous instance of that 

combo is completed.
You may reroll all loose (unlocked) dice any number of times, locking 

dice—as above—each time.

Victory or Defeat
When you decide not to reroll, resolve all completed combos, and then 

Quick Guide
1. Deal out the Stage.
2. Play an Event.
3. Enter an Encounter. (Clear away the extra cards.)
   a. Roll fi ve dice.
   b. Lock dice into combos.
   c. You may reroll unlocked dice any number of times. 
(Lock applicable dice on each reroll.)
   d. Determine the victor; take damage or gain XP.
4. Repeat 2 and 3 for the second, third, and fourth En-
counters of the Stage.
5. Repeat all until you have 0 HP or you complete a 
Quest.
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check whether any of your stats is higher than the matching stat of the 
Encounter.

If you have a stat higher than the Encounter’s matching stat, you defeat it. 
Take the Encounter card into your experience points pile.

If all of your stats are lower than all the Encounter’s stats, it defeats you. 
Discard it, and you take damage equal to the highest difference between its 
stats minus your matching stats. You can’t take more damage than the cur-
rent Stage level. To discard an Encounter, shuffle it into the Encounter deck.

If there’s a tie, you defeat the Encounter and it deals you 1 damage. (Gain 
the card as XP.)

Stages 2+
When you’ve faced four Encounters on a Stage, the Stage will be empty. 

Increase the Stage level by 1, and deal out a new Stage.

Winning
You win the game when you complete a Quest ability on a card.

Other Info
Symbols
A key symbol by a die on a card (such as Psychic Gloom) means dice on 

that value can’t be rerolled. 
The star symbol is used in reference to stats and refers to the level of the 

card it’s on. An Encounter’s level is equal to the current Stage level. While 
most stats use a star, sometimes with a bonus, not all do.

A red icon used in combos is in the top position and indicates Combat. A 
green icon is in the middle position and indicates Survival. A blue icon is in 
the bottom position and indicates Intellect.

Information within “4+” boxes (such as on Field of Maws) only exist when 
the Stage level is 4 or higher. If only a bonus is in such a box (such as on 
Cryptic Pathways), it replaces the bonus of the combo that’s outside the box. 
If a text ability is preceded by “Level 4+:”, treat it as though it were within a 
“4+” box.

“XP” in a circle (such as on Shadow Dragon) is an icon on some Encoun-
ters that indicate unique and special Encounters. When you defeat one of 
these Encounters, it is discarded back into the Event deck as though it de-

feated you, but you gain a token XP card (which is what the icon represents) 
for your troubles.

Leveling Up and Using Treasure
Between Encounters or during an Encounter, you can turn three face-up 

cards in your XP face-down in order to increase your level by 1. If you turn 
face-down a card with a Treasure ability that can be activated, you can ben-
efit from its ability. (Some Treasures can’t be activated during an Encounter 
or have other restrictions.)

Between Encounters or during an Encounter, you can exchange a face-
down XP that doesn’t have a Treasure with a face-up XP that does have a 
Treasure in order to activate that Treasure ability.



Persistent Events and Boons
Persistent Events stay active until they indicate they are discarded. An 

Event that is persistent “through Stage” (such as Dangerous Path) is discard-
ed after the last Encounter of the Stage.

A Boon (such as Crystal Sword) is a persistent Event, but you can only 
have three active at a time. If you draw a fourth Boon Event, shuffle one of 
them back into the Event deck.                                                                                                                                        

Questions Answered
This Glowmount Encounter says to put it into my XP 
upside-down. Huh?

It doesn’t do anything directly, but some cards (such as Taking Sides) will 
refer to upside-down cards in your XP. Note that upside-down (and right-
side-up) is not equivalent to face-up (and face-down), which indicates XP 
used for leveling up.

I had to discard a face-down XP. Do I lose a level?
No, you don’t lose a level, but next time you level up, you will have to turn 

upside-down four XP cards instead of three in order to make up for the lost 
XP. If you lose multiple face-down XP cards, you’ll have to make up for all 
of them next time you want to level up. When you level up, your number of 
face-down XP cards should be equal to (your level – 1) × 3.

There is randomly italicized text in the middle of sen-
tences. What the heck?

The italicized text is flavor text to explain what is going on, in the story of 
the game, with the abilities. These sentences are written in such a way that 
if you ignore all italicized text, you’re left with pure, functional game me-
chanics.

How can I level up? My copy of the game only came 
with five XP cards!

When you defeat an Encounter, the actual Encounter card becomes an 
XP card in your XP pile. The included XP cards are XP tokens, and they are 

used when you defeat an Encounter with the XP icon (Shadow Dragon or 
Glowmount Prince) or when you gain XP in another way (such as from the 
Epiphany Event).

Lost Souls says if it kills me, I lose. Wouldn’t I lose any-
way?

Yes, you lose anyway. If there were a phoenix-like ability, though, it might 
allow you to come back from the dead without losing the game. No such 
card exists, but Lost Souls would prevent it from working.

What’s up with the plusses and minuses in the bottom-
right of the Event cards? And the colors?

Quest: Awakening of Melior is meant to be the first in a series of Quest 
games that are compatible with each other. The plusses and minuses of the 
Event deck add up to 0, and with potential future Event cards to choose 
from, you will be able to adjust your deck as long as you keep that total close 
to 0. (A higher, positive number indicates an easier game, while a lower, 
negative number indicates a tougher game.) Since the beta edition of the 
game has no artwork for Event cards, the artwork portions are color-coded 
according to these plus and minus numbers.

Find more information at www.Silent7Seven.com or buy the latest play-
test edition of the game on DriveThruCards.com. Use your phone’s QR code 
reader to watch a gameplay video on YouTube.com.
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